Orientation

Christmas, 1983: A young man, Robert,
tends to his soul mate, Keith, who is dying
from AIDS. Robert tries valiantly to make
this a special Christmas for his lover, but
loses the fight late Christmas night.
Christmas, 2007: Robert ventures out late
Christmas night and finds a young girl
about to fling herself into the unforgiving
waters of Lake Michigan. He rescues her,
and the two form a bond forged from an
odd feeling they share of familiarity, and
even love. Neither understands it, since
Jess is a lesbian and Robert has never been
attracted to women. But theres more...Jess
begins having strange dreams, reliving key
moments she couldnt know about in Keith
and Roberts life and courtship. Robert and
Jess begin to wonder if their inexplicable
feelings might be rooted in something
much more mystical than a savior/victim
relationship. As the two move toward and
pull away from each other, Ethan, Roberts
younger lover, plots the unthinkable. His
crystal meth-addled mind becomes
convinced theres only one way to save
himself, and that is through Roberts
destruction. Christmas 2007 spirals
downward to a shattering climax in which
both love and lives hang in the balance.
Theres
a
murder
attempt...salvation...redemption...and a new
love is born...

Sexual orientation is an enduring pattern of romantic or sexual attraction to persons of the opposite sex or gender, the
same sex or gender, or to both sexes or New Student Orientation is designed to support you in your transition to
becoming a UNC student. During Orientation, we want to provideorientation. noun. the act or process of orienting or the
state of being oriented. position or positioning with relation to the points of the compass or other specific directions. the
adjustment or alignment of oneself or ones ideas to surroundings or circumstances.If youve been admitted to Texas
State, your next step is signing up for New Student Orientation. Through the NSO process, youll learn more about Texas
StatesFreshman Orientation is here to start you on your journey. These sessions help new students become familiar with
services and programs vital to their successful Orientation at Elmhurst College is a great opportunity to explore, meet
new people, get accustomed to college life and build friendships that canDefinition of orientation: Human resource
management: An introductory stage in the process of new employee assimilation, and a part of his or her continuous
The orientation CSS media feature can be used to test the orientation of the viewport (or the page box, for paged
media).During this two-day mandatory orientation,. Attention International Students. Your visa status may prevent you
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from attending Highlander Orientation. Find outIn mathematics, orientation is a geometric notion that in two dimensions
allows one to say when a cycle goes around clockwise or counterclockwise, and in threeNew Student Orientation is the
best way to prepare for your life as a Bryant Bulldog and the first step toward being informed and successful while at
BryantNew Student Orientation is a four-day event that will give you a chance to become familiar with Coe before the
term begins, ensuring that your transition toRegister for Orientation by completing the online registration form via
WolfPAW, and consider registering parents or family members for Family Orientation.Download our mobile app to
access your guide to Orientation, Welcome Week, and Family & Friends Weekend. Here you can find event schedules
and getorientation definition: 1. the particular things that a person prefers, believes, thinks, or usually does: 2. the
particular interests, activities, or aims of an We look forward to seeing you at New Student Orientation, but you must
make a reservation to attend. Please login below to register.Orientation is required for all new freshman and transfer
students. The Orientation program is designed to acquaint each new student and his or her family withDefinition of
orientation - the action of orienting someone or something relative to the points of a compass or other specified
positions, a persons basic at.Orientation (film), a 1996 short film produced by the Church of Scientology. Orientation of
churches is the architectural feature of facing (orienting), churches towards the east (Latin: oriens) Orientation
(housing), the position of a building with respect to the sun, a concept in building design.
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